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Roots open rise  and run
 his face compare to     string notation

     logic
        required and where

  but this cannot            and without it
  box step        the sun and       box step           the moon
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 Elements consecrate the charting

the state of
the imperfect forgotten
wanting afterward
and

 see also elsewhere
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   A vital mark   a result 
  
                 archaic
 an
 abundance
 poured out
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Abundance in form and iodine to 
         never half  hollow muscular  reflect

 surface  clutched and stung

            compare to
 factory as peony  glimpsed 
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Usually with little or no connotation 

or  the  calendar  inverse 
 a hinge  serving  as  subject

precise numbers  
   a platen of beautiful peculiar 
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Come and absolve the resistance 

          come  chance tides 

come  expound  breath  intelligible 
come shine 
come  abound unfold in   and about go
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The name of this intersection is frost broken up

heavy spar reign    heavy phrase ravishment
    strands careening

let us unfurl instead: weather
     see also river

  see also   self  and the less restricted sense
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When she was younger 
her limbs  a passage  or

 four to  encircle not to  ghost 
 four to collate:
chaos moon      chaos fist      door       chaos  fact


